What to expect when 2016 comes
Luxury trends by Boca do Lobo

2016 is just around the corner and Boca do Lobo wants to celebrate with you the upcoming year by following
the decoration and design trends and by taking advantage of our newest luxury furniture pieces.
Always with an essential refinement touch, our mission is to make your home more comfortable and warm
with a luxurious design environment. Enjoy the New Year with our statement pieces’ suggestions that goes
from exquisite and bold design, to luxurious and highly specialized handcrafted details, for both classic and
contemporary settings.
We believe that the better way to enter in a new year is with a refreshed decoration at your luxury home.

As a symbol of exception, Boca do Lobo always drawn inspiration from its roots, its craftsmanship and its
heritage to transmute tradition into creation.
Our mission is to transmit our unique skill through technical innovations and stylistic, daring and exceptional
partnerships with elite artisans (glasscutter, engravers, goldsmith) to transcend its excellence, becoming a
major international luxury label.

To make this sensual and poetic experience last forever, Boca do Lobo is constantly experimenting with new
ideas, integrating creative input from the best young talent and major designers. Every year we release new
stunning products to dazzle modern home decoration and sophisticated interior settings.
Get inspired with this Boca do Lobo’s luxury design pieces.

Gold Inspirations
Glance Mirror

What seems confused and cluttered can, in a glance, acquire a new meaning, capable of inspiring and
becharming us. The Glance Mirror tells us that story, the crossroads of life, and the reason among the chaos.
A beautiful insight on this year’s beginning.
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Fortuna Dining Table
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For 2016 dinners and relaxing time with friends and family, the Fortuna Dining Table is a shimmering
statement piece that unites Boca do Lobo's one of a kind design aesthetic and passion for Gold. Representing
the essence of empowerment, sophistication, mystics, and enticement, the Fortuna features a one of a kind
design, with a unique table surface texture and incredible finish.
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Mononochrome Gold
A demonstration of both imagination and
strong design skills, combined exceptional
craftsmanship,

the

Monochrome

is

a

remarkable piece that stands out in any
room or setting. It expresses a leading edge
outlook though it’s distinct shape and gold
tones. Perfect for

a glamorous 2016

decoration!
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Millionaire Luxury Safe
Influenced by the California
Gold Rush and the “Fortyniner’s”, the Millionaire Safe
is Boca do Lobo’s most iconic
safe, designed and built to
make
deliver

an

impression and
an

experience.

unmatched
What

about,

surprise your visits with an
expected piece of furniture
this

year?
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Apollo Mirror

Apollo is the most important Olympian God in ancient Greek, recognized as the god of light and sun. He
named this generously sized wall mirror featuring a highly decorative starburst shape, enhancing any home
environment. The perfect complement for a luxury home this new year!
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Statement Colors
Chocolate
Diamond Sideboard

With the style of a precious jewel, the Diamond sideboard, colored in chocolate brown, will make a splash
in interior design this 2016.
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Black and Gold
Lapiaz Coffee Table

Imagine a freshly cracked frozen stone showing the entire world a rich, golden interior. This is how Lapiaz
luxury coffee table emerged. Black and Gold will definitely work in any 2016 contemporary living room.
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Silver and Blue
Oporto Cabinet

Through reflection ingredients such as irony,
drama and extravagance were added and
Oporto came to life. Intricately designed, this
cutting edge piece was inspired by our city and
the rhythmic undulating of its black slate
rooftops and building facades.
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Myrtile

Newton Dining Table
Newton is an outstanding moment of inspiration. A luxury statement piece created in order to fulfill the
needs of our clients that are looking for the best in contemporary furniture design mixed up with luxurious
details and high quality materials.
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Demanding Materials
Brass
Wave Center Table

True classics never fail to make an impression and this is certainly the case for the Wave Table from Boca
do Lobo. The traditional coffee table is no longer the only way to decorate the living room; recently coffee
tables are taking original shapes and designs that give the living room a whole unique look through
unusual forms and new materials. The brass’s boldness will make the difference on the 2016 living rooms.
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Sinuous Console
Sinuous lines draw the elegant character of
this console, gathering the styling of the
best sellers of Coolors Collection. Sinuous is
made for those who love harmonious lines
mixed with exquisite detail. Its design is
seductive and lures you into a magical and
golden 2016 world.
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Copper
Eden Center Table

The mystic behind the name inspires Eden. This center table represents a part of the tree of knowledge and
the tale of the birth of desire. With the set of two center tables, this is the versatility that your living room
needs at 2016.
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Infinity Console
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Infinity holds a shimmering aura that gets a classy touch to any living space. Stunning in either modern or
classic entrance halls and a great addition to any living room decoration.
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Contrasting Textures
Monet Center Table
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Resorting to the use of 2016 contrasting design elements and materials, Boca do Lobo have achieved a
beautifully balanced center table which comfortably sits in any contemporary setting.
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Crochet Chest

The Crochet Chest features timeless design elements re-interpreted in a modern fashion, with a unique
presence dictated by fantasy and strong cultural background. Influenced by crochet knitting, an artisan
method popular in Europe throughout the 19th century, this luxurious chest is rich in texture and transmits
Boca do Lobo’s skill set through its technical and stylistic innovations.
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Metropolitan Sideboard

Boca do Lobo pays a tribute to the Metropolitan Museum of Art on the 5th Avenue, with this sober yet
elegant sideboard. With the wood body and a front in cut mirror, this is the sideboard to have on 2016.
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Guggenheim Patch Cabinet

Boca do Lobo's Guggenheim is handcrafted in Portugal, according to traditional methods, by master artisans
who pulse the art of work wood and glass in their veins. A great compliment to any classic or modern interior
setting.
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Velvet & Fur
Versailles Sofa

The creativity and rich decoration
of

the

Versailles

Palace

contributed to the inspiration of
the creation of this exuberant
sofa. The only sofa from Boca do
Lobo opens the way to freedom
and

the

need

of

bringing

extravagant creations to life.
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Emporium Chair

A sense of fun and frivolity pervades in this chair, but this exclusive piece also manages to be sophisticated,
thought-provoking and (above all) finely handcrafted.
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COMING SOON…

Discover all story here.

ABOUT US
Boca do Lobo emotional pieces are handmade in Portugal by talented artisans who use their wisdom from
years of experience to combine traditional manufacturing techniques with the latest technological methods
to shape the finest materials into furniture which gives rise to timeless luxurious cosmopolitan environments.
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